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A b s t r a c t 
Finding adequate semantic models of deductive rea
soning is a difficult problem, if deductions are to 
be performed efficiently and in a semantically ap
propriate way. The model of reasoning provided by 
possible-worlds semantics has been found deficient 
both for computational and intuitive reasons. Exist
ing semantic approaches that were proposed as alter
natives to possible-worlds semantics either suffer from 
computational intractability or do not allow agents 
to have meta-beliefs. This work, based on relevance 
logic, proposes a model of belief where an agent can 
hold met a-beliefs and reason about them and other 
world knowledge efficiently. It is also shown how the 
model can be extended to include positive introspec
tion without losing efficiency. 

I . In t roduct ion 
Most knowledge based systems can perform some form of 
deductive reasoning on their knowledge bases, which con-
tain explicit representations of some aspect of the world. 
Those systems or agents are usually thought of as knowing 
or believing1 some fact about the wor ld, if they are able to 
deduce the fact (or, more precisely, its representation) f rom 
the knowledge base. For important tasks such as planning 
actions, it is generally not sufficient that agents have be-
liefs only about some application domain but also about 
their own knowledge. For example, only after realizing 
that one does not know a friend's phone number one would 
go about finding out what it is (see Moore [Moor80] and 
Konolige [Kono84] for further examples on the importance 
of meta-knowledge and, for that matter, meta-reasoning). 

Independent of what beliefs are about, actual reason
ing must obey certain computational constraints. For ex
ample, resource l imitat ions are a fact of l ife, and when 
interacting w i th the environment, systems can afford to 
spend only so much time " th ink ing" before they are forced 
to act. 

We are interested in models of reasoning that give rise 
to good computational performance, even in the presence 
of meta-beliefs. In addit ion, these models should give a se
mantic account of reasoning, that is, relate it to the notion 

1 For the purposes of this paper, the distinction between knowledge 
and belief is not important, and we use both terms interchangeably. 

of t ru th in a way that conforms as much as possible w i th 
our intuit ions. 

The framework for our investigations are logics of 
knowledge and belief and their model theories, which have 
been convenient tools in the study of reasoning for two 
reasons. For one, they allow us to address meta-beliefs 
in a direct and elegant way. Secondly, models that pre
dict what beliefs follow from a given set of beliefs can be 
viewed as a knowledge level specification of a reasoner that 
has somehow represented those beliefs internally. 

One of the best understood models of knowledge and 
belief is provided by possible-worlds semantics. It dates 
back to Hint ikka [Hint62], w i th more recent investigations 
in [Moor80] and [Leve82], for example. The major prob
lem w i th this approach is that it prescribes reasoning that 
is closed under logical impl icat ion, which is strongly be
lieved to be computationally intractable (co-NP hard) even 
for propositional logics, and is known to be undecidable for 
first-order logic. Even on intuit ive grounds, closure under 
logical implication has been found much too demanding 
for real agents, a problem often referred to as logical om
niscience. For example, logical omniscience has an agent 
believe all valid sentences, something we are more than 
wi l l ing to give up in return for better performance. 

There are mainly two approaches that t ry to avoid 
the shortcomings of possible-worlds semantics. One essen
t ial ly assumes that beliefs are sentences in some syntac
tically specified belief set. Examples of such models are 
[Eber74] and [MoHe79]. A more sophisticated approach 
can be found in [Kono84]. As pointed out by Levesque 
[Leve84), a major drawback of this syntactic approach is 
the fact that the kinds of sentences believed can be quite 
arbi trary because they depend on the form of sentences. 

The appeal of possible-worlds semantics, despite its 
problems, is that it avoids relying on syntactic form by 
defining belief w i th respect to the classical notion of t ru th . 
Researchers following the so-called semantic approach have 
therefore tr ied to retain these properties while at the same 
t ime avoiding logical omniscience by adopting a modified 
notion of t r u th . Levesque [Leve84] was among the first to 
follow this route. His model of belief employs non-standard 
worlds, resulting in a k ind of tractable inference closely re
lated to relevance logic [AnBe75] (see section I I . for more 
details). Fagin and Halpern develop a logic in [FaHa85] 
which adds a concept of awareness of pr imit ive proposi-
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tions to the standard notion of truth2. 
In a model by Vardi ([Vard86]), the belief set of the 

syntactic approach is replaced by a set of propositions, 
where propositions are modelled as sets of certain states of 
affairs. However, this still forces an agent who believes a to 
believe all sentences that are equivalent to a. (For a com
prehensive overview of models of belief in the literature, 
see [McAr87].) 

The semantic approaches mentioned above still leave 
one important question unanswered, namely whether 
there are models that allow agents to reason with their 
meta-belief8 in a tractable way. Even though Vardi and 
Fagin and Halpern overcome the problem of logical omni
science and allow for meta-beliefs, reasoning still appears 
to be intractable (see section D. for more details). On 
the other hand, Levesque, who does provide an efficient 
algorithm to determine whether certain beliefs imply oth
ers, does not allow the agent to have beliefs about itself, 
precluding any form of meta-reasoning, which is a serious 
limitation. 

The main contribution of this work is that it offers 
a plausible semantics for the beliefs of an agent who can 
hold meta-beliefs and is able to draw inferences from them 
efficiently. The paper is organized as follows: in section 2 
we give a general outline of the model discussing its ori
gins and motivations. Section 3 introduces the language 
C and the logic BLK . In addition to a formal semantics, 
proof theory, and a discussion of its properties, the main 
tractability result is presented. Section 4 outlines changes 
to the semantics that allow an agent to do some introspec
tion on its beliefs without losing tractability (resulting in 
the logic BL4). We conclude with a short summary and 
an outlook on open questions and future work. 

I I . T h e A p p r o a c h 

The model of belief proposed in this paper is an exten
sion of Levesque's model in [Leve84] which is derived from 
possible-worlds semantics (also referred to as Kripke struc
tures). 

A standard Kripke structure consists of a set of worlds 
and a binary accessibility relation (R) between worlds. The 
main characteristic of a world is that it determines the 
truth of a global set of propositions. An agent at a world 
w is then said to believe a proposition p if p is true in 
all worlds accessible from w. This is the basic model for 
what is usually referred to as the logic K (see [HaMo85] or 
[HuCr68] for an introduction to modal logics). Restrictions 
on R result in models for certain introspective abilities of 
an agent. If R is transitive, for example, we get positive 
introspection, that is, if an agent believes p then it believes 
that it believes p (the logic weak S4). If, in addition, R is 
Euclidean3, the agent can perform negative introspection, 

3 Their logic of general awareness where an agent can be aware of 
arbitrary sentences, however, has a strong syntactic flavour. 

3 R is Euclidean iff for all w1 ,w2, and W3, if w1 w2 and w1 Rw3, 

that is, if it does not believe p, it believes that it does not 
believe p (the logic weak S5). 

In Levesque's work the major deviation from stan
dard Kripke structures is the use of situations rather than 
worlds. In contrast to a world, where everything is either 
true or false, a situation can support the truth of a propo
sition, the falsity, both, or neither. Intuitively, only those 
propositions that are relevant to a situation are supported. 
A situation in which proposition p has both true and false 
support, can be interpreted as providing evidence both for 
the truth of p and for its falsity. An agent believes a propo
sition p in a situation s, if p has true support in all situ
ations accessible from s.4 A more detailed picture of the 
properties of Levesque's model will follow from the discus
sion of the logics presented in this paper, which subsume 
his model. Besides its attractiveness from a computational 
point of view, it is worth mentioning that, although im
plication retains the usual properties, believing a implies 
believing B holds if and only if a tautologically entails B. 
Tautological entailment was proposed by relevance logi
cians as a more intuitive account of implication [AnBe75]. 
In a sense, the agent in Levesque's model believes all the 
relevant implications of its beliefs. 

Our goal is to extend Levesque's semantics in a nat
ural way to allow for meta-beliefs. In particular, beliefs 
about beliefs should have properties analogous to those 
that are just about the world. This means that the agent 
should not be logically omniscient with respect to its own 
beliefs, and in addition, its reasoning abilities should not 
be any more powerful when reasoning about itself.5 

A key feature underlying Levesque's logic is the fact 
that an agent on the one hand may have no opinion at all 
about some aspect of the world, and on the other hand, its 
opinion about something may be unrelated to an opinion 
about its negation. The extension we propose to this prop
erty is to let that "something" also apply to the agent's 
beliefs about itself. 

This is the idea: whenever the agent in a situation s 
wants to confirm a belief a, it does so by making sure that 
a is supported in all elements of some set of situations. 
Whenever it disconfirms a belief /?, it is because B is not 
supported by some member of a set of accessible situations. 
The crucial point is that the sets in both cases need not be 
the same. It is as if the agent is in (potentially) different 
modes of thinking when it comes to positive versus nega
tive beliefs of its own. Caveat: We certainly do not want 
to suggest that humans actually behave like this. Rather, 
this is an attempt to provide a semantically motivated ac
count for an arguably weak artificial agent. Another aim is 

then w2Rw3. 
4 Actually, since Levesque does not consider meta-beliefs, he dis

penses with the accessibility relation altogether replacing it with a 
set of possible situations that are visible from any situation. 

5 Both criteria are violated in the obvious extension to Levesque's 
logic, which simply allows nested beliefs without changing the se
mantics. In fact, this would lead to a reasoner with the power of 
weak S5 with respect to meta-beliefs. 
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to stay as close to traditional semantic models as possible. 
The only change to Kripke structures in addition to allow
ing situations is the introduction of a second accessibility 
relation R, which is used to determine negative beliefs. 

The two logics we are about to formally introduce not 
only capture this extended notion of explicit belief but are 
also able to express what is implicit in an agent's belief. 
Intuitively, by implicit we mean anything that one could 
possibly deduce given what the agent actually believes. 
The logic weak S5 seems to be an appropriate choice as 
a model of implicitness (see also [FaHa85] for a similar 
notion). 

In their logic of awareness, Fagin and Halpern allow 
an agent to have beliefs about what is implicit in its be
liefs. At this point, our model is not concerned with those 
issues because we view implicit beliefs as a purely exter
nal characterization of an agent's beliefs and what follows 
from them. In other words, we assume that the agent does 
not know about the concept of implicitness (see section V. 
for further comments). 
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agent believes is still co-NP complete.) Certainly, con
verting a formula 7 into CNF can be exponential in |r|. 
However, in the intended application, if the knowledge of 
an agent remains relatively stable, it is only a that needs 
to be converted into CNF, where a can be assumed to be 
much smaller than the KB. Also, adding a belief to the 
KB only involves adding the CNF-version of the new belief 
without touching the old KB. 

In the rest of this section we will demonstrate that 
a result similar to Levesque's holds for B L K with the 
important addition that the agent can reason efficiently 
also about its own beliefs. Since we are allowing meta-
beliefs, we first have to introduce a slightly modified ver
sion of CNF, which we call extended conjunctive normal 
form (ECNF for short). 

Def ini t ion 3 A sentence a in LB is called an extended 
clause (e-clause) iff 
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this paper is that reasoning about beliefs in the sense of 
deciding BKB Ba is tractable (assuming a certain nor
mal form). This is true even in the case of meta-beliefs on 
either side of the implication. Furthermore, adding posi
tive introspection does not change the complexity. 

There are still many issues left open. One, which is 
probably more of theoretical interest, is how to allow the 
agent to know about implicitness. For example, one might 
want to model the property that the agent thinks it knows 
exactly what is implicit, i.e., one might want BBa BLa 
and to be valid. (See also [FaHa85], where 
B BL is valid in the logic of awareness.) Straight 
forward extensions of B L K and BL4 do not have these 
properties. 

Other issues concern the fact that the logics B L K and 
BL4 are arguably very weak. For one, they have no notion 
of consistency, not even with respect to meta-beliefs. For 
example, the sentence is satisfiable, which is a 
version of G. E. Moore's famous problem (see [Hint62]). 
In [Lake88] we show that consistency requirements of this 
form can be accommodated without sacrificing tractable 
reasoning. Furthermore, the language C itself is not ex
pressive enough for many knowledge representation pur
poses. Therefore, we are now looking at first-order ver
sions of explicit beliefs. In particular, we are investigating 
how the results in this paper can be combined with those 
in [Lake86]. 

Nevertheless, the logics B L K and BL4 demonstrate 
already that reasoning about object and meta-beliefs can 
be done efficiently within a reasonable semantic frame-
work. 
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